

The New #3776 CENTURY Fuji Series
Fuji Unkei “Uroko-Gumo”


Only 3,000 pcs to be produced in the world 
The New #3776 CENTURY Fuji Series


Fuji Unkei “Uroko-Gumo”


To celebrate the release of Platinum Pen’s flagship model, the #3776 CENTURY, a 
series of fountain pens called “Fuji Five Lakes” was created from 2011 to 


2016,followed by the “Fuji Shunkei” series from 2017 to 2021, which showcased the 
beautiful seasonal scenes of Mt. Fuji on the body of the pens using an advanced cutting 


technique. And now in 2023, a new series is being introduced: “Fuji Unkei.”


Leveraging a New Decorative 
Cutting Technique


The body of the new fountain pen has been cut into an irregular 
pattern in contrast to the regular patterns featured on the Fuji 
Shunkei series in order to capture the beauty and uniqueness of 
cirrocumulus clouds (“Uroko-Gumo” in Japanese). Incorporating 
slight indentations on the body produces a complex play of light and 
reflection on the pen body, creating a natural, beautiful aesthetic. 
The shadows cast by light passing through the body of the pen are 
reminiscent of cirrocumulus clouds and are sure to captivate.


For the first time in the #3776 CENTURY series, Uroko-Gumo 
features a bi-colored design with different colors for the cap and 
body. The stylish dark blue-grey cap represents the surface of 
Mt. Fuji colored by seasons and time while the contrasting clear 
body features an intricately carved design.


First Bi-Color Design


Dome
The nut inside the dome 
honors Mt. Fuji and is the 
signature of the Fuji series. 
The serial number is 
engraved on the dome.


Nib
Rhodium plating on 14K gold
・Extra fine
・Fine
・Medium


Exclusive Box for Uroko-Gumo


“Aka-Fuji” Ink for the Fuji Unkei series


The special edition packaging features an image of 
cirrocumulus clouds.The set also includes a converter, an ink 
cartridge and a special-colored ink called “Aka-Fuji.”


The #3776 CENTURY Fuji Unkei series comes with a 
20ml-bottle of specially blended Aka-Fuji ink to 
commemorate its release. Aka-Fuj（i Red Fuji) - 
which takes its name from the famous painting 
“Gaifu Kaisei,” also known as Aka-Fuji, by Katsushika 
Hokusai, a well-known Japanese artist and ukiyo-e 
painter and printmaker of the Edo period - features a 
unique gradation where the green color appears to 
change to a reddish tint with the addition of light, 
thereby mimicking the painting.


The ink bottle cap features a 
three-dimensional illustration with 
the motif of Mt. Fuji with clouds.


PNB-40000FU


#55 Uroko-Gumo


Product name
Product number


Color


Extra fine


1245551 1245553


4977114-103230


Fine


1245552


4977114-103247 4977114-103254


MediumNib


Product code


Size


JAN Code


Specifications


Fountain pen


Material


139.5mm （full length） x 15.4mm (max. diameter), average weight 20.8g


Cap ring, grip ring, upper ring, rear ring: Rhodium plating on brass


Barrel, cap, grip, crown: AS resin


Nib: Rhodium plating on 14K gold
Clip: Rhodium plating 


Quantity for sale Limited edition of 3,000 units worldwide


Release date August, 2023


Converter Converter -700A


Bottle ink Special color Aka-Fuji


Box
Accessories


Exclusive box:  116mm（W) x 198mm（D） x 40mm（H） WEIGHT:  approx.  290g)


One blue black ink cartridgeCartridge ink


Refill
Cartridge ink SPSQ-400, SPN-100A, SPC-200, SPG-500


Printing / engraving Not available
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#3776 CENTURY
#3776 CENTURY


Inspired by the incredible scenery of Mt. Fuji surrounded by 
wispy clouds, this series is designed to capture this natural 
wonder using a variety of decorative techniques. The debut 
pen in the Fuji Unkei series is the “Uroko-Gumo.”


Gaifu Kaisei (South Wind, Clear Sky), also 
known as Aka-Fuji (Red Fuji), from the 
series thirty-six Views of Mt. Fuji by 
Katsushika Hokusai


Aka-Fuji ink on paper
The ink can appear from green to reddish
depending on the lighting.
※Appearance may vary depending on paper
 and amount of ink.


The #3776 CENTURY series is equipped with 
the “Slip & Seal Mechanism” that prevents ink 
from drying out in the pen with a complete 
airtightness


Changes of the amount 
of ink by time with a cap


*Pen placed horizontally containing a full ink
cartridge (1.2ml) at a room temperature
(cool and dark place).
*The cap should be tightly closed.






